Abstract-In wireless sensor networks, three-dimensional localization is important for applications. It becomes a challenge with the scale of network getting large. This paper proposes a three-dimensional localization algorithm for large scale WSN on the basis of cluster. Focusing on the MDS-based localization, it adopts the cluster structure and the global coordinate system to represent the whole network logically, and reduces the influence of range measurement errors through decreasing the probability of multi-hop. With the combination of variable power of nodes and the triangle principle, the range measurement errors can be corrected. Through the comparison of three different computations in the algorithm of simulations, correction effects are presented. To address the proposed algorithm, CBLALS, more convincible, the comparison of CBLALS and DV-Distance (3D) is taken. The result shows that the positioning accuracy of CBLALS is much better than the one of DV-Distance (3D). With the increasing of the range measurement error, the positioning error of CBLALS varies gently, and could be controlled within 55% while the range measurement error is 30%.
I. INTRODUCTION
The localization problem for wireless sensor networks itself is a hot issue in current studies. In most applications, acquiring the position information of sensor nodes is indispensable. For example, in military field, WSN is used to collect and spy the comprehensive information of the battlefield; In civil field, WSN is used to prevent forest fire, to monitor the environment and to track the target etc; In these applications, the information is meaningful when node position is acquired. Normally, the nodes are deployed in actual environment which is unpredictable; only having the two-dimensional coordinate of a node can not exactly depict where a node is. Therefore, it is necessary to position the nodes in three-dimensional space.
The early localization algorithms for WSN focus on researching and innovating in the basic theories. There is a lot of valuable papers on localization algorithm appeared in this stage. Localization algorithms are falling into two categories--Range-based and Range-free [1] , according to that the range between two nodes is measured or not. Among that, the range-based algorithms, such as RSSI, TDOA and AOA [2] , take some range measurement methods to get the range estimation between an unknown node and an achieved node or an unknown node and a beacon node. Then trilateration method, multilateration method or least square method are employed to compute the unknown node coordinate in two or three dimensional. There are two ways to obtain the unknown node coordinate. The first one is that all nodes communicate with beacons directly, and the range between them is estimated. Their coordinate is computed immediately when enough distance information is achieved. The second one is that nodes with known coordinate are promoted to be beacon nodes, or they are assigned with weights, and node coordinate is computed by flooding over the networks. The range-free localization algorithms do not measure the range between nodes directly, or do not measure the range at all. Position is determined by hops and geometry information between beacons, as well as between an unknown node and a beacon in the case of two-dimensional positioning. For example, DV-Hop employs distance vector routing protocol to obtain the distance between an unknown node and a beacon. It is similar to Amorphous [3, 4] . And what is more, HEAP [5] , APIT [6] and Convex programming algorithm [7] estimate the unknown node position with Centroid algorithm directly or indirectly. In addition, there are some un-normal localization methods, such as MDS-MAP algorithm [8] based on multidimensional scaling technique and the scene analysis technology in Microsoft's RADAR system [9] . These methods can be applied in both range-based and range-free. The requirements for localization algorithm are different in applications. Range-based algorithm could reach a higher precision than range-free algorithm. But it depends more on the accuracy of the range measurement between nodes, and it leads to errors of non line-of-sight brought by the interference of obstacles and other environmental problem. What is more, nodes need additional hardware facilities to do the range measurement. For example, when the range is measured by the following methods: RSS attenuation, ultrasonic and infrared ray, it will cause reflection, refraction or the multi-path effect for wireless signals, if there are obstacles between nodes. As a result, the obtained range gravely deviates from theory. The range-free localization algorithms do not measure the distance between nodes directly, but their performances are closely relevant to the amount of beacons, the density of nodes, and the connectivity of networks. For example, only if the average connectivity is at 10 and beacon ratio is at 10% in an isotropic network, can the positioning accuracy of DV-Hop reach 33% [10] . With the improvement of the localization theory, the studies on localization algorithms focus on the following aspects. The first one is how to refine the precision of localization algorithm or how to reduce the position error. [11] and [12] propose a neighbor collaboration method, with which the position process is divided into two stages--initial stage and iteration refinement stage. At initial stage, the rough coordinate of nodes is computed. At iteration refinement stage, each node communicates with the neighbors, re-computes and updates the position of themselves according to the neighbor coordinate as well as the range between the node and their neighbors, and repeats the process until the iteration is ended. The second one is to propose a new method combining two or three different localization algorithms or some special localization methods. For example, [13] proposes a new localization algorithm with the combination of the merits of two different localization algorithms. At beginning, it applies Bounding Box [14] method to obtain rough coordinate of the unknown nodes. As a distributed algorithm, Bounding Box method has lower computational complexity and efficient coverage speed. However, with the decreasing of beacon density, the position accuracy will dramatically reduce. Trilateration or multilateration method can acquire higher accuracy even with fewer beacons. Therefore, the author proposes a new localization algorithm with the combination of Bounding Box method and improved multilateration method. [15] applies mobile beacons in locating unknown nodes, in which it uses some mobile beacons to cover a location area, and employs the RSSI, received from the mobile beacons, to position the unknown nodes. The third one is to improve or extend the existing localization algorithms. [16] proposes a three-dimensional localization algorithm(APIT-3D) based on APIT. It determines if an unknown node is in a tetrahedron which has four known nodes. And then, it takes the centroid of the tetrahedron as the estimated position of the unknown node. [17] proposes a distributed localization algorithm based on the centroid method. The algorithm uses three-dimensional auxiliary coordinate system to establish the constraints on communication and the geometric relationships between nodes. With the determination of the multiple sides and the curved surface of a 3d-body, a 3d-body is constructed. Then the centroid is taken as the estimated position of the unknown node.
All these localization algorithms mentioned above haven't cared about the three-dimensional localization problem for large-scale WSN yet. When the scale of network gets large, it is a challenge to improve the stability and robustness of the localization algorithm. This paper proposes a cluster-based three-dimensional localization algorithm for large scale wireless sensor networks (named CBLALS for short), which is based on range. Firstly, it improves tri-colors method, which uses this method to establish cluster for the whole network and applies the three-dimensional localization for each cluster. Secondly, it picks some nodes in a cluster according to certain rules to establish the global coordinate system. Finally, the local coordinate of each cluster is transformed to global coordinate by CH (cluster head). With the combination of the triangle principle and the variable power levels of nodes, a method is proposed to correct the range measurement error between nodes and to improve the accuracy of position.
II. RELATED PROBLEMS
The localization algorithms for WSN are divided into centralized computation and distributed computation. The former usually transmits all the information required to Sink or back end, where coordinate for unknown nodes is computed. The advantage of this computation is that there are no limits of the costs on computation and storage. The disadvantage is that all nodes in the network need to send position information to Sink or back end. When the scale of networks gets large, the nodes near Sink may lead to heavy communication or message congestion. As a result, the other nodes may be difficult to contact with Sink, and would not finish the position process. The later is different from the former in that all nodes take part in computing its coordinate. Even though the accuracy is lower than the centralized computation, the network communication overhead is greatly reduced, especially for large scale WSN.
With the topological control method, the network can be logically divided into small area，which is cluster. Local position in each cluster is conducted, and then the local coordinate in each cluster is transformed to the global coordinate system. Through the cluster topological, centralized computation of the localization algorithm can be changed into distributed one.
When positioning nodes in large scale WSN, reducing the number of beacons can greatly decrease the costs of the networks. The algorithm based on multidimensional scaling technique (MDS) is flexible. It can be either range-based or range-free, use centralized computation or distributed computation, and position relatively even without beacons as well. The experiments of MDS-MAP algorithm proposed in [8] show that the position error is about 30% in rang-free and only 16% of position error in rang-based with 5% range measurement error, when the number of nodes in network is 200, the number of beacon nodes is 4, and the average connectivity of node is 12.1. So, the accuracy is better considerable in range-based.
A. The MDS-based localizaiton process
MDS is a method of data analysis. It builds the dissimilarity matrix to analyze the difference between objects. The dissimilarity matrix varies with the change of research on objects. When the dissimilarity between objects is the corresponding Euclidean distance, it can be depicted by both Metric MDS and Non-metric MDS [18] through 2D or 3D coordinate. The algorithm based on MDS takes nodes as objects, collects the range information between nodes to construct the dissimilarity matrix, and then computes the coordinate of unknown nodes.
The difference between Metric MDS and Non-metric MDS is whether the real range measurement between the nodes is known. The paper, based on metric MDS algorithm, does not take Non-metric MDS into account. The localization algorithm based on Metric MDS (MDS for short) usually includes the following steps [19] : 1) Determine the Stress function. In the process of positioning for WSN, the obtained range measurement always includes errors. Consequently, the coordinate by the MDS algorithm also has these errors. The goal of the algorithm does not require the absolutely precise of coordinate, but to meet the Stress function through multiple iterative steps. This paper takes kruskal Stress [20] to define the Stress function:
is the distance matrix, ij δ is the dissimilarity matrix, and ij w is the weight which is set to 1 or 0, according to whether the corresponding range is obtained.
2) Construct dissimilarity matrix. all range information between nodes is collected to construct dissimilarity matrix where the elements are the squared range between the corresponding nodes.
3) Apply MDS algorithm in the dissimilarity matrix to compute the coordinate for nodes. First, the dissimilarity matrix is double centered with formula ⑵: v is the main diagonal element of matrix V , other elements of matrix V are 0, thus, matrix X is three-dimensional matrix for reference system of nodes.
III. CBLALS ALGORITHM
According to the MDS-based localization algorithm and the requirement of positioning for large scale WSN, CBLALS localization algorithm utilizes cluster topology to divide the whole network into small clusters. In each cluster, MDS algorithm is applied to compute the in-cluster relative coordinate.
From section II mentioned above, it is known that the accuracy of positioning and the accuracy of range measurement are related closely. That is, the more accuracy of range measurement between nodes is achieved, the more accuracy of nodes position is achieved. Usually, by using RSS experience attenuation model, the distance between the send node and the receive node can be estimated through statistic of signal propagation loss. [21] has taken the location engine provide by CC2431 chips, manufactured by TI Company, to esteblish a test bed for position system. Some experiments have already done with the test bed. The location engine of CC2431 also used RSS experience attenuation model [22] to do the range measurement. CBLALS takes this RSS model as well.
When taking RSS experience attenuation model to estimate the range, [23] points out that the attenuation follows the lognormality experience model, but there are many factors infacting the parameters in the model. It proposed a curve fitting method to work out the function between distance and receiving power. Through a lot of experiments, it reached a conclusion that the range measurement accuracy is higher when distance is shorter. WSN is essentially a multi-hop network. MDS-based localization algorithm utilizes RSS experience attenuation model to estimate the range between nodes. It is inevitable to estimate multi-hop distance to be measured. With the coverage area and the denstiy of nodes getting change, it cannot solve the problems radically to increast the send power of nodes. Thus, the normal solution is to search the shortest path between two nodes. All of one hop distance of the path is accumulated as the estimation of multi-hop distance. Therefore the measurment error of the multi-hop distance is inversely proportional to the density of nodes and the connectivity of network. It is also found that the more hops between nodes, the more error to the measurment range. Employing culster to divide the network can not only reduce communication costs, but also decreace the complexity of the computation. Besides, the structure of cluster can also dramatically reduce the multi-hop in dissimilarity matrix, and improve the overall range measurment accuracy.
A. The improvement of the tri-color algorithm
This paper utilizes tri-color method [24] , one of TopDisc algoirthms, to construct cluster structure. In a cluster constructed by tri-color method, it is only one hop from members to the cluster head, so as to restrain the amounts of multi-hop in a cluster. For the tri-color method, the nodes could have three states which are white, black and gray. All nodes in white state are at beginning. Then, Sink node launches clustering command, and marks itself black. A white node changes itself to gray when it received a massage from a black node and waiting for a period of time, which is inversely proportional to the distance between itself to the black node. It is simliar that when a white node received the massage from a gray node, the wating time is also inversely proportional to the distance from itself to the gray node. During the actual clustering process, it is difficult to acquire the accurate distance between a white node and a black node or even a gray node. So it is possible to cause massage conflict which will lead to bad clustering effect. The paper improves the tri-color method through using the signal strength loss, instead of the distance. Assume that each node has an exclusive global ID. Formula ⑷ is employed to compute the waiting time. 
B. The process of CBLALS
CBLALS assumes that all nodes can send massages with different power, which are randomly deployed in three-dimensional space. The steps of CBLALS are as follows:
1) All nodes keep in listening state, when they are deployed. Then Sink node launches clustering message to create clusters, according to the improved tri-color method.
2) Each cluster has different range measurement cycle to estimate the range between in-cluster nodes. Range measurement starts with one cluster by another. For each cluster, the process of range measurement is controlled by CH. In clustering process, CH has already stored all in-cluster node IDs. CH set its ID as cluster ID. Based on in-cluster node IDs, a range measurement queue is created by CH. And it starts to send location detection packets, which are composed of message type, send power level, cluster ID, source ID and serial number, as show in figure 1: Nodes in cluster receive the packets and determine if the packets belong to the corresponding cluster. If they are assured, the receiving nodes begin the sampling period to acquire RSSI of the sampling packets. Each receiving node maintains a local range measurement result table. After the sampling period, the average receive signal strength loss is computed for different power levels, and is put to the corresponding result table. If there is no value of loss, then zero is set to the corresponding element in table.
The receiving nodes send the tables back to CH with the packet structure shown in figure 2: Figure 2 .
the packet structure of local range measurement results
Finally, after the CH receives the range measurement results, it will take node ID from the range measurement queue, the range of which is to be measured. That is, the next measurement is started. Otherwise the CH will repeat the current range measurement period until it receives the results table of current period.
3) CH begins to correct the range measurement errors after receiving all range measurement results. Suppose that the send power d ) is 0 or at least one of them is 0, it is concluded that all the three distances can not be corrected by the triangle principle. The only constraint to the distances is the communication radius at different power levels. Two boundary power levels for each error distance are found out by searching the entire available dissimilarity matrix, and re-calculate the distance using formal ⑹ as follows: Finally, the errors for all elements are corrected in the dissimilarity matrix using the same method. Then the value of reliability is multiplied by the value of distance as the final result for the dissimilarity matrix. 4) For each final dissimilarity matrix, the MDS algorithm is applied to compute the in-cluster relative three-dimensional coordinate, and the coordinate matrix is created by CH.
5) The global coordinate conversion is conducted after all in-cluster relative coordinate is computed. On the basis of coordinate system, it can be performed for three dimensions as long as four points are not in a plain, whose coordinate is known in both systems. Therefore when the in-cluster relative coordinate matrix is established, each CH starts to pick four nodes to construct global coordinate system. In order to increase the accuracy of the transformation, CH must assure that the distance between the picked nodes is as long as possible.
After that, Sink or back end also generates a range measurement queue which consists of all CH IDs. Each CH uses the backbone built in the process of cluster construction to estimate the distance, and the distance is computed by the accumulation of the one-hop distance, which is the least path between the picked nodes from one cluster to another. CH stores the range estimation results, and sends them back to Sink or back end. Sink or back end operates the process of transformation, and sends the transfer variables back to CH. Finally the global coordinate of the in-cluster nodes is achieved by the CH.
CBLALS transforms the local relative coordinate of nodes to the global coordinate system by the method proposed in [25] , which is named Horn method for short in the following sections. Horn method uses the canonical least error to define the transformation error; as the picked nodes are used to compute only, the speed is faster. The goal of Horn method is to find the translation variables which are a scale variable, a transform variable and a rotation matrix that transform nodes in local coordinate system to the global coordinate system using the formal ⑺ as follow:
x is the global coordinate and L x is the local relative coordinate, s is the scale variable, t is the transform variable, and R is the rotation matrix.
Horn method approaches this problem using mean square deviation; it is to find transformation variable using formal ⑻ as follows: 
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In order to validate and analyze the proposed three-dimensional localization algorithm (CBLALS), the paper uses Matlab to simulate. The configuration and deployment of the experiments are as follows: there are about 1,500 sensor nodes deployed in 100×100×100 space by random uniform distribution. Each node can send location detection packets in 8 different power levels. This paper has already done the experiments on nodes to validate the improved tri-color algorithm, in which 15 nodes are deployed in a corridor, three or four clusters are established in each experiment, and the number of nodes is nearly the same. Because the clustering algorithm is not the primary issue the paper addresses, it is not discussed in detail. In this paper the clusters are created by simulating.
To obtain the topology of the network whose distribution is uniform and random, it is assumed that all nodes communicate with the lowest power level at the initial stage. To create a uniform network, the following method is taken. Arbitrary coordinate is assigned as the first node position. n nodes, n is 20000 in the simulation, are created uniformly in a sphere which center is the first node. A node is taken as the center of the second sphere to be created, which is picked up randomly from n. Similarly, n nodes are created in the second sphere. The way is repeated 59 times. The backbone is constructed by centers coming from spheres. Nodes in clusters are picked up from each sphere. A uniform network is established. The first center is chosen to be a CH, then the second center is supposed to be a relay node, and the third center must be another CH, and so on. After that, 48 positions are chosen as its in-cluster member nodes randomly in the covered area of each CH. Seen from the statistics, it can be found that most nodes have about 10~15 neighbors except the nodes which are on the edges of the network. The result shows that the establishment of the cluster is ideal.
The initial coordinate of all nodes is obtained after the establishment of the network. As the initial node coordinate is supposed to be accurate, the simulation uses them as the reference to evaluate the proposed algorithm.
According to the CBLALS, the coordinate of the nodes is computed with range measurement error at 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 25% and 30%. Three different computations of the nodes coordinate are applied in the simulation experiments. For the first time, the correction method for range measurement error is not used; for the second time, the correction method to restrict the range measurement errors is used. For the third time, 10% beacons are used to correct the range measurement errors. The three times computations are denoted as CBLALS (1), CBLALS (2) and CBLALS (3) respectively. Figure 3 shows the average positioning accuracy with the increasing range measurement error: Figure 3 . the position error in three different computations Figure 3 shows that the obtained position errors are very close and less in three different computations when the error of the range measurement is less than 10%. And the positioning is more accurate. With the increasing error of range measurement, the position error can be controlled by the range error correction method. The position accuracy can be obviously improved with CBLALS (3).
To evaluate CBLALS algorithm more convincingly, the simulation experiments DV-Distance (3D) and the range error corrected DV-Distance (3D) are attended in comparison. It is assumed that the density of the beacons is 10%, and the distribution is uniform in the network. The connectivity of the networks is 10~15. The result is shown as figure 4. In DV-Distance (3D), the unknown nodes position is computed with multilateration method. The accuracy of the position error is about 34%, even though the range measurement is only 5%. With the increasing range error, the position error increases rapidly. But after the range error correction process proposed in this paper is taken, the position error is reduced a lot. With the comparison of the two localization algorithms, it can be easily found that the accuracy of positioning by CBLALS is much better than DV-Distance (3D). CBLALS can eventually control the position error at 55% even with 30% range error.
During the establishment of the global coordinate system, the multi-hop distance between the nodes in a cluster is computed by the accumulation of the one-hop distance in the shortest path, and then MDS algorithm is applied in different matrixes which are used in computing global coordinate system to achieve the global coordinate of the whole network. At last the global coordinate is transformed in each cluster. It can be seen that the achieved global coordinate and the final positioning accuracy of nodes are interrelated closely, and the accuracy of global coordinate depends on the estimate of the multi-hop distance between nodes in a cluster. With the computation of the global coordinate based on MDS algorithm, the one-hop distance between the chose nodes in a cluster can be utilized furthest to improve the accuracy of transformation. In order to show the establishment of the global coordinate system and the capability of transformation, the comparison between the proposed method in this paper and the ABC algorithm [26] is made in the experiment.
Three anchor nodes of the whole network are chosen randomly, and the plane determined by the three anchor nodes is considered as the XOY-plane of dimensional coordinate system in ABC algorithm. According to the transforming rule of coordinate system, a certain amount of nodes are chosen to be concerned with establishing the global coordinate system in each cluster, and the corresponding global coordinate is computed. Among that, the multi-hop distance between the chosen node and the anchor node is also achieved by the accumulation of the one-hop distance in the shortest path. Finally, according to the computed coordinate of the chosen nodes, the transforming variables of global coordinate and the global coordinate of other nodes in the network are computed. The average range measurement error of network is set to 10%, and the connectivity of the network is 10~15. Figure  5 shows the relationship of average positioning error and the number of nodes chosen to build global coordinate in the case of CBLALS algorithm and ABC algorithm respectively. It can be seen from the figure that the average positioning errors achieved with two algorithms are very close when the number of nodes is less than 10. However, with the increasing amount of nodes which are chosen to be concerned with establishing the global coordinate system in a cluster, the average positioning errors with CBLALS algorithm are less than the one with ABC algorithm. This is because CBLALS algorithm takes use of one hop distance more than ABC algorithm does, so that the distance estimation of CBLALS is more accurate. Therefore, the positioning accuracy of CBLALS is improved.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The network is divided twice logically by the proposed CBLALS algorithm. Cluster structure is used for the first time, and global coordinate system is used for the second time. For each cluster, MDS algorithm is employed to compute the local relative coordinate, and RSS experience attenuation model is used to estimate the distance between nodes. When establishing global coordinate, four nodes for each cluster are picked up to establish the global coordinate system, and then the transform variables are computed. After that, each CH uses the transform variables to compute the global coordinate for each in-cluster node.
The using of cluster structure can reduce the existing possibility of multi-hop distance which is the main obstruction for the MDS algorithm. And with the range error correction method, the accuracy of position is obviously improved. The two logically divided processes can also effectively reduce the communication costs, because the communication in each cluster is often one hop and for the entire network only CH needs to communicate with multi-hop.
It is necessary to study on range measurement in future, because the performance of localization algorithm depends much on the accuracy of range measurement (except a range-free localization algorithm). In real environment, the using of RSS experience attenuation model to estimate the distance may be interfered by environments, especially in three-dimensional situation. For example, the receiving signal loss is much different even though nodes are in the same distance of different height. Moreover, the non-line-of-sight to the distance measurement is also a challenge to deal with.
Besides, the estimation of the multi-hop distance in the positioning of the wireless sensor network becomes another issue. The distance achieved by the accumulation of the one-hop distance in the shortest path and the connectivity of the network are related closely with the deployment of network. In this algorithm, the number of hops can be reduced by employing the cluster structure, so as to achieve more accurate range measurement. In the transforming of the global coordinate, the estimation of the multi-hop distance also exists, which will impact the positioning accuracy. In the three-dimensional positioning, the errors affect positioning accuracy more. Therefore, the method that reducing the errors of the multi-hop distance needs to be further researched on in the future. 
